
nyone who has ever entered a claim in a medical

billing software package knows that it takes a lot

of information from a variety of sources to file a

clean claim. Most practice management systems store

all of that information, but out of necessity only offer a

limited number of canned reports. Because of their unique

role, medical billing offices accumulate a tremendous

amount of valuable data that could really help physicians

manage their practices. At the same time, medical billers

need a way to differentiate themselves and add value by

reporting that practice-changing information back to the

doctors they serve. The challenge is finding an easy, cost-

effective way of analyzing that data.

if you can download your practice management data to

microsoft excel®, you should become familiar with a powerful

excel feature called the Pivot table. (if you can’t download your

practice management software data to excel, you should become

familiar with a software package that can!). Pivot tables are

interactive tools that can help a medical billing office turn billing

data into actionable knowledge for its physician practices. Pivot

tables allow users to easily sort, filter, and manipulate large

amounts of data in a variety of ways and have been available

in excel for years. this article uses sample data to demonstrate

basic Pivot table features using excel 2010.

What is a Pivot Table?
figure 1 shows a basic Pivot table analyzing 2,541 new patients

by year, by rendering physician. you’ll see that we can also cate-

gorize the new patients by the month of the visit, the referring

physician, the diagnosis code, the primary insurance, or the

clinic location.

notice how the Pivot table automatically subtotals the 2,541

patients by year, by rendering physician, and by both year and

rendering physician. for example, dr. johann saw 161 new

patients in 2009, 148 in 2010, and 175 in 2011, for a total of

484 patients. Pivot tables are a great way to spot trends.

Sorting and Filtering
once you’ve spotted a trend, Pivot tables can help you under-

stand the trend as well. figure 2 shows the same Pivot table

with three changes:

1. We’ve moved the doctor field to the filter area and dragged

the location field to the Pivot table.

2. We’ve filtered the data to only show dr. johann (note that

excel shows dr. johann next to doctor in the filter area above

the Pivot table).

3. We’ve sorted the data so that the largest location over the

past three years is on top.
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(Pivot Tables continued)

now you can see that most of the new patients dr. johann

saw in 2011 came from the central location (from 56 in 2010

to 77 in 2011) and that patients from the east location tripled

in 2011. it is easy to sort from a to Z or from Z to a in Pivot

tables, and you can manually sort the data as well. excel lets

you filter by manually choosing data by the category label (all

doctors whose names start with d), by values (all locations with

more than 100 patients), or by the top x% (top 20%).

Pivoting Data
it’s as easy as dragging and dropping to move rows to columns

or columns to rows in a Pivot table. in figure 3 we: 

1. dragged location to the filter area and selected central.

2. dragged years from columns to rows.

3. dragged insurance from rows to columns.

now you can see that for dr. johann in the central location,

medicare and commercial insurances were almost equal in

2010, but there are several more new commercial insurance

patients in 2011.

Grouping Data
excel also makes it easy to group data. in figure 4, we grouped

the referring physicians and added that data to the Pivot table.

now you can see both referring physicians and years in the rows

and primary insurance in the columns.

now the Pivot table tells you that for dr. johann in the

central location, the referring physicians in group 1 sent 13

more commercial patients in 2011 than they referred in 2010,

while referring the same number of medicare patients. the

group 2 referring physicians did just the opposite. they referred

the same number of commercial patients in 2011 as they did

in 2010, but also referred 8 more medicare patients. We could

continue to refine our analysis to see which referring physicians

are in groups 1 and 2, which diagnosis codes were different

between groups 1 and 2, if the change from 2010 to 2011

was seasonal, and much, much more. by understanding new

patient trends, you can provide critical advice for doctors trying

to market and grow their practices.

But Wait, There’s More!
Pivot tables can quickly chart your data and the chart will update

as you filter and pivot the data. you can double-click on any

value in the Pivot table and excel will open a new tab with all

of the detail that makes up the value you double-clicked. you

can also put formulas, percentages, and other calculations in

Pivot tables. you can analyze accounts receivable, collections,

billed charges, contractual reimbursement, e&m coding levels,

and much more using excel Pivot tables.

Conclusion
medical billing companies have access to a tremendous amount

of data that can dramatically improve medical practices. excel

has a variety of very powerful, flexible tools to understand that

data. to get started, there are over 160 free videos on how to

use Pivot tables and other excel features with medical practice

data at mooresolutionsinc.com. Proactive hbma members can

differentiate themselves in a competitive marketplace by providing

Pivot table data to their physicians.  n
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